
Study Arabic
Language & Culture

OUR
PHILOSOPHY

  A course that meets your demands

In an effort to ensure that your course 
with us is recognized everywhere in 
the world, our curriculum complies 
with the CEFR standard (Common 
European Framework of Reference 
for Languages). Every course begins 
with an evaluation of your Arabic lan-
guage skills. Our center offers both 
individual teaching sessions as well 
as group courses in order to better 
respond to your individual needs.

The Lessane Arabi Center receives mostly students who have no, or 
very little, knowledge of Arabic. Whatever reason you may have to 
learn the language, our team of teachers will be more than happy to 
accompany you on your journey into the world of Arabic studies. Upon 
completion of your course, you will be able to use Arabic on a practical 
level, communicating in social situations and professional contexts.

  Our Goals

- Enable every student to read and understand texts within a fairly short 
amount of time. Our didactic material is designed to give our students 
the necessary tools to communicate in an everyday context.

- Evaluate every student’s level of language fluency prior to, during, and 
after their course.

- Adapt our course program to suit each student by offering 
tailor-made courses in the form of online sessions via Skype.

- Give our students the opportunity to learn about Moroccan culture 
through our multiple extracurricular activities (see «In Addition to Your Classes»).

Varaa täällä maailmanlaajuisesti edullisimpaan hintaan:
https://www.languagecourse.net/fi/koulu-lessane-arabi-center-marrakesh

+1 646 503 18 10 +44 330 124 03 17 +34 93 220 38 75 +33 1-78416974 +41 225 180 700 +49 221 162 56897 +43 720116182

+31 858880253 +7 4995000466 +46 844 68 36 76 +47 219 30 570 +45 898 83 996 +39 02-94751194 +48 223 988 072

+81 345 895 399 +55 213 958 08 76 +86 19816218990
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  Marrakesh

Marrakesh ranks among the most popular 
travel destinations in the world. 
Apart from its dynamic lifestyle, 
the city offers an exceptional 
opportunity to immerse yourself in
Arabic language and culture. The medina (Old Town) as well as the 
modern neighbourhoods are places where you can practice Arabic.

YOUR STAY
WITH US !

  Our Courses

The Lessane Arabi Center specialises in teaching two branches of 
Arabic: Fussha, the Modern Standard Arabic, as well as Darija, the 
Moroccan Arabic dialect which is spoken throughout the country.

Apart from the educational material from external sources, we
also use our own teaching material comprised of lessons, exercises, 
and audio recordings.

We also offer lessons via Skype.

  Our Fees*

FUSSHA?
DARIJ

A?

The fees are valid for Fussha, Darija and les-
sons taken via Skype. 

Annual regis-
tration fee: 
27€

Material: 
28€

Price per Hour
Individual 9,5 € /p. 15 hours 20 hours 30 hours

Group of 3 or more 7 € /p. (3h/day) (4h/day) (6h/day)

80€ /p. 100 € /p. 120 € /p. 82€ /p. 140€ /p.

2 participants             (ou groupe < à 2 Darija)7,5 € /p. per week

FUSSHA
OUR OFFERS (for groups of a minimum of 3 participants)

DARIJA

per week per week

                      
12 hours

                     
24 hours
in 4 weeksin 3 weeks

*the fees are subject to change depending on fluctua-
tions in value of the Moroccan dirham. 
Please consult our fees in 
dirhams on our website.
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In Addition to 
Your Classes

  Volunteering

We encourage and help students find volunteering opportunities 
with one of the non-profit organizations we cooperate with. We can 
also assist you in finding an internship aligned with your interests 
and expertise.

The areas you can get involved in as a volunteer or an intern are:

This model guarantees an immersion into the language combined 
with a unique life experience.

  Excursions

Our cultural excursions to the Old Town 
are perfect opportunities for you to fully 
enjoy your stay in Marrakesh. We can also 
organize trips to Ourika, a valley in the High 
Atlas,  as well as to Essaouira or Ouarzazate.

  Activities at the Lessane Arabi Center

You can rent bicycles directly from our center to explore the city. We 
regularly organize courses in calligraphy, either for groups or
individuals. For all those who love Moroccan food, we also offer 
cooking classes on request.

Part of your registration fee will be donated to one of our partner 
organization «Les enfants de l’Atlas - Village Dar Bouidar».

Culture

Social work
Health

Education
Animal rescue

Varaa täällä maailmanlaajuisesti edullisimpaan hintaan:
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  Volunteering

  Excursions

  Activities at the Lessane Arabi Center

The Lessane Arabi Center was founded in 
2015 by Salim El Jeddaoui. It is located in

Arset Sbaï, a quiet and leafy neighbourhood 
not far from Marrakesh’s city center.

+

Monday to Friday
Saturday

+212 696-198-143 (      )
+212 524-438-264

www.arabic.ma

Lessane Arabi Center

CARTE

Boulevard Abdelkrim Al Khattabi
102, Arset Sbaï, Gueliz, Marrakech

9am - 7pm
9am - 3pm

infolessane@gmail.com

THE STUDY ABROAD 
PACKAGE 

-  Flora Lewis

The Lessane Arabi Center cooperates with various partners to offer 
you a package that allows you to have a stress-free language stay. 

The program includes (at least 3 students) :

-Between 80 to 120 teaching hours per month

That is 4 up to a maximum of 6 hours per day

-A pick-up service from the airport to your 
accommodation

A taxi or minibus depending on the amount of students 
(pick-up and return service)

-Accomodation

Room at Lessane Arabi Center or with one of our partners 
(hosting family, hotel or riad) 

Learning another language is not only learning different 

words for the same things, but learning another way to 

think about things.

Not included in the price: insurance, flight tickets, meals

The offer can be adapted to your needs.
Just contact us directly!

FROM 560 €
/month (80h)
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OUR CENTER
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OUR 
EXCURSIONS
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